The analysis of natural convection for moderate and high Prandtl numbers in a fluid-saturated porous layer heated from below and subject to vibrations is presented with a twofold objective. First, it aims at investigating the significance of including a time derivative term in Darcy's equation when wave phenomena are being considered. Second, it is dedicated to reporting results related to the route to chaos for moderate and high Prandtl number convection. The results present conclusive evidence indicating that the time derivative term in Darcy's equation cannot be neglected when wave phenomena are being considered even when the coefficient to this term is extremely small. The results also show occasional chaotic "bursts" at specific values (or small range of values) of the scaled Rayleigh number, R, exceeding some threshold. This behavior is quite distinct from the case without forced vibrations, when the chaotic solution occupies a wide range of R values, interrupted only by periodic "bursts." Periodic and chaotic solution alternate as the value of the scaled Rayleigh number varies.
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Introduction
The effect of vibrating a fluid-saturated porous layer heated from below on the consequent natural convection developing inside the layer is analyzed for moderate and high Prandtl numbers. Traditional applications of convection in porous media are associated with moderate values of Prandtl number with the resulting effect of a very small coefficient to the time derivative in Darcy's equation allowing usually the neglect of the time derivative term. Nevertheless, when wave effects are of interest it was suggested to include the time derivative in Darcy's equation as demonstrated by Vadasz (1998) , Bardan and Mojtabi (2000) , and Vadasz and Olek (2000) . In modern applications of heat and mass transfer in porous media, the Prandtl number can vary over a wide order of magnitude range. Comprehensive reviews of the fundamentals of heat convection in porous media are presented by Nield and Bejan (2013) and Bejan (1995) . The objective of the present paper is twofold. First, it investigates the significance of including a time derivative term in Darcy's equation when wave phenomena are being considered. In the present case there is an apparent good reason for the neglect of the time derivative term, since its coefficient is very small (∼ 10 −3 ). Nevertheless, the results evidently show that due to the forced vibrations the solution is periodic, quasi-periodic, or chaotic, and, therefore, it departs from the plane consistent with the assumption of ignoring the time derivative term. Second, the paper is dedicated to reporting results related to the route to chaos for moderate and high Prandtl number convection in a porous layer heated from below and subject to vibrations. The dimensionless group forming the coefficient to the time derivative term in the Darcy equation is 1/χ, where χ = φ Pr/Da was named the Vadasz number by Straughan 2001 Straughan , 2004 , followed by Lombardo and Mulone (2002) , Mulone and Straughan (2006) , Sheu (2006) , Bhadauria (2007) , Mahmud and Hashim (2011) , Roslan et al. (2011) , Bhadauria and Kiran (2013) , and more. The Darcy number is defined by Da = k * /H 2 * , where k * is the permeability of the porous matrix, while the porous media Prandtl number is defined by Pr = ν * /α e * , where α e * is the effective thermal diffusivity defined by α e * = ϕ K f + (1 − ϕ) K s /ρ f c p, f , and where K f and K s are the fluid and the solid phase thermal conductivities, respectively. The ratio between the heat capacity of the fluid and the effective heat capacity of the porous domain was included and absorbed into the definition of the effective thermal conductivity. It is only through this combined dimensionless group, 1/χ, that Prandtl number is affecting the flow in porous media. Hence, while the fluid's Prandtl number can take values from as small as 10 −3 for liquid metals and up to 10 3 for oils, the corresponding values for χ will be magnified first by a factor of φ/Da, which is typically a big number. In addition, a correction is needed when accounting for the effective thermal diffusivity rather than the fluid's thermal diffusivity alone according to the definition of the porous media effective Prandtl number. Therefore, the values of χ can be expected in the range from 10 −5 to 10 23 . In traditional applications of transport phenomena in porous media typical values of χ are quite big, a fact that provides the justification for neglecting the time derivative term in Darcy's equation. However, when wave phenomena are of interest, the time derivative term is expected to be included in order to prevent the reduction of the order of the system in the time domain. The effect of including this term in the equations on the results will be observed. Govender (2004) presented a linear stability for natural convection in a vertically modulated porous layer subject to constant vertical stratification and obtained a Mathieu equation that was solved in terms of Mathieu functions. The analysis of the transition point from synchronous to sub-harmonic solutions was investigated by Govender (2005a) . Govender (2005b) showed that a vibrating fluid-saturated porous layer can be destabilized even when heated from above as the gravity modulation due to vibrations may on average overcome the opposite stabilizing effect due to gravity (heating from above). As the results represent linear stability solutions, the amplitude of convection is not obtained. To find the unknown amplitude of convection, Govender (2005c) presented results where the amplitude of convection may be evaluated using the assumption of a "frozen time," which might be applicable for large time scales and consequently small frequencies. In addition, weak non-linear solutions, which provide information about the convection amplitude near the convection threshold, were presented by Govender (2005d) . A comprehensive review of all these results was presented by Govender (2008) . The theoretical results reported above usually correspond to a rectangular two-dimensional layer. As distinct from the rectangular geometries considered previously, a cylindrical vibrating porous layer was considered by Govender (2006) in producing results of linear stability, while the stability of solutal convection in a cylindrical mushy layer subject to vibrations was presented by Govender (2011) . A combination of rotation and vibrations on convection in a porous layer far away from the axis of rotation was presented by Govender (2010) . Elhajjar et al. (2009) analyzed the effect of small-amplitude and high-frequency vertical vibrations on the separation of a binary mixture saturating a shallow horizontal porous layer heated from below. They applied direct numerical simulations and linear stability analysis to the two-dimensional equations averaged over the period of the impressed vibrations. The averaging method adopted by Elhajjar et al. (2009) can be justified for thermal vibrational convection in the limit of small-amplitude and high-frequency vibrations. The method is similar to the one adopted by Bardan and Mojtabi (2000) , for investigating the convective instability in a porous layer subject to vertical vibration, or by Charrier- Mojtabi et al. 2004 and 2007 dealing with Soret-driven convection in a horizontal porous layer. Jounet and Bardan (2001) adopted a similar averaging method to investigate the onset of thermohaline convection in a rectangular porous cavity subject to vibrations. They performed a linear stability analysis, a weak non-linear analysis as well as a direct numerical simulation to confirm and illustrate their findings. Jounet and Bardan (2001) focused on the analysis of the stationary bifurcation, which as expected turned out to be of a pitchfork type. They also concluded that depending on the governing parameters, vibrations could delay or promote the onset of convection. The application of the averaging method allows for the performing of a linear stability analysis around a fixed (equilibrium) point/s associated with the variables (temperature, stream function) averaged over a period linked with the imposed forced frequency of vibration. Then, one may evaluate the linear stability conditions in terms of a critical value of the scaled Rayleigh number, R, when the fixed (equilibrium) point/s of these averaged variables lose stability and the averaged solution becomes either periodic or chaotic. In contrast, the non-averaged variables cannot have fixed points and their solution is always periodic or possibly chaotic. In addition, Vadasz 1999b Vadasz , 2001 has shown, for the case without vibration (ω = 0), that the transition value of the scaled Rayleigh number, R, depends not only on the aspect ratio and the effective Prandtl number but is extremely dependent on the initial conditions. The analytical work of Vadasz 1999b Vadasz , 2001 has shown the reason for this dependence. It was demonstrated that the linear stability values of the critical Rayleigh number are higher than the transitional values and they become very close only when the initial conditions are very close to the fixed points. An extensive review of computational heat convection in porous media with applications among others to alloy solid- Vadasz and Olek 1999 and Vadasz (1999a , Vadasz (1999b) , Vadasz (2001) developed a spectral method of analyzing heat convection problems beyond the neighborhood of the convection onset. Essentially, the method uses the eigenfunctions obtained from the weak non-linear analysis to yield a truncated system of ordinary differential equations representing the dynamics of the convection process, i.e., its behavior in time. This system was shown to be similar to the Lorenz system (Lorenz 1963; Sparrow 1982) . More recently, Mahmud and Hashim 2010 , 2011 , and Roslan et al. (2011 showed that this system could be controlled using feedback control methods in order to promote or delay the transition from laminar to weak turbulent convection. Their results were extended by Magyari (2010a) and Vadasz (2010) , while Magyari (2010b) showed how this system could be seen as a system of coupled oscillators. Vadasz et al. (2013) have shown that forced vibrations render an otherwise chaotic solution into a periodic or quasi-periodic one. This might suggest the rendering of the subcritical bifurcation into a supercritical one. Their study focused on values of χ ∼ 100, which correspond to small and moderate Prandtl numbers. As distinct, the present paper focuses on moderate and high values of Prandtl number and follows the twofold objectives listed above, i.e., (a) it investigates the significance of including a time derivative term in Darcy's equation when wave phenomena are being investigated, and (b) it reports results related to the route to chaos for moderate and high Prandtl number convection in a porous layer heated from below and subject to vibrations.
Problem Formulation
Following the derivations presented by Vadasz et al. (2013) for a two-dimensional rectangular fluid-saturated porous layer heated from below and subject to vibrations as presented in Fig. 1 , one may present the governing equations in the following dimensionless form
where
is the porous media Rayleigh number, ψ is the stream function defined by u = ∂ψ/∂x, w = −∂ψ/∂z,t is dimensionless time, δ andω are the amplitude and frequency of the forced vibrations, and χ = φ Pr/Da. Hence, while the fluid's Prandtl number can take values from as small as 10 −3 for liquid metals and up to 10 3 for oils, the corresponding values for χ will be magnified first by a factor of φ/Da, which is typically a big number. In addition, a correction is needed when accounting for the effective thermal diffusivity rather than the fluid's thermal diffusivity alone according to the definition of the porous media effective Prandtl number. Therefore, the values of χ can be expected in the range from 10 −5 to 10 23 . Vadasz et al. (2013) focused their study on a value of χ ∼ 100, which corresponds to small and moderate Prandtl numbers, while the present study deals with a value of χ ∼ 10, 000, which corresponds to moderate and large values of Prandtl number. For such large values of χ, the neglect of the time derivative term is justified, except that in the present case the oscillatory nature of the solution indicates that such a neglect will cause a major flaw in the solution.
Method of Solution and Analysis
A spectral method of solution is used by considering the truncated expansion based on Vadasz and Olek 1999 , Vadasz et al. (2013) 
that can be considered equivalent to a Galerkin expansion of the solution in both the x and z directions, truncated when (i + j) = 2, where i is the Galerkin summation index in the x direction while j is the Galerkin summation index in the z direction. Substituting expansions (3) and (4) into the governing equations (1) and (2), multiplying the resulting equations by the corresponding eigenfunctions and integrating over the domain, produces a system of ordinary differential equations for the amplitudes A 11 t , B 11 t , B 02 t . While the very truncated spectral system expressed by Eqs. (3) and (4) is expected to have some limitations in terms of its validity domain the authors are not aware of any systematic study comparing its results to a direct numerical simulation, for example. Such a systematic comparison needs to account for both solutions starting from identical initial conditions and the fact that the transitions from one regime to another (e.g., from periodic to chaotic) depends strongly on the initial conditions. By introducing for convenience the following notation
and by rescaling the time variable and the forced frequency in the form
one may present the resulting equations after multiplying them by γ /π 2 and rescaling the amplitude with respect with their corresponding positive fixed points associated with the corresponding autonomous system, in the form 
leading to the following three ordinary differential equations for the amplitudes of convection 
are the scaled Rayleigh number and the scaled coefficient to the time derivative term, respectively. For the solution of the non-autonomous system (12), (13), (14), one introduces an additional dummy-dependent variable W in the form
leading to the following systeṁ where the Newtonian notation for time derivatives was introduced, i.e.,
In order to observe the effect of the neglect of the time derivative term in the original Darcy equation when the value of χ is very large (χ 1), one may consider equations (11), (12), and (13) for the case when α is very large (α 1) as the value of γ consistent with the present problem is γ = 0.5. Then, with α 1 the neglect of the time derivative term in Eq. (11) can be justified, leading to the approximation 
Results and Discussion
Equations (16), (17), (18), and (19) were solved numerically to double precision using the fifth-and sixth-order Runge-Kutta-Verner method from the IMSL Library (DIVPRK) (Hull et al. 1976) up to the desired accuracy by controlling a tolerance control parameter. The initial conditions used for all numerical solutions were
and the parameter values for all numerical solutions were γ = 0.5; α = 500; δ = 1
while the values of R and ω were varied to observe the impact of the vibrations on the solution.
It is anticipated that a strong forcing vibration amplitude δ will affect the convection, however, the more important point is to test whether specific frequencies may resonate the solution even when the forcing vibration amplitude δ is not strong. Therefore, δ was kept constant in all the numerical computations and was assigned a value of 1 as shown in Eq. (23). The value of γ = 0.5 is consistent with the steady convection wavenumber at R = 1, while α = 500 is consistent with χ ∼ 10, 000, and consequently moderate and high Prandtl numbers. The visualization of the solution for W (t) does not add anything to the graphical description, because by its own definition W (t) = ωt. Therefore, there is no point in including W in the presentation, and only the amplitudes X (t) , Y (t), and Z (t) are represented graphically. A large number of computational results were obtained. Only a select group of these results is presented here to demonstrate the types of different solutions obtained. For reference purposes, the first result presented in each group corresponds to the solution obtained for the case when there is no vibration. Fig. 4b ) is even more profound than in the previous graph. For this combination of parameters (R = 75 and ω = 7), one may observe from the figure that solution spends a long time in the neighborhood X = Y = 0 until it is repelled from this neighborhood. Another periodic solution is obtained for a larger frequency, i.e., ω = 45 and the same value of R = 75, as presented in Fig. 5 (the data points are not connected despite the apparent visual form). So far, no chaotic solutions were obtained. In order to find out at what values of ω and R we may anticipate chaotic solutions, we evaluated the Lyapunov exponents as a function of R for different values of ω. Accordingly, we were able to identify that for R = 75, a chaotic solution would be obtained at ω = 6.2, as for this parameter combination at least one Lyapunov exponent is positive. The results for R = 75 and ω = 6.2 are presented in Fig. 6 showing a typical chaotic cloud. Similarly, Fig. 7 shows graphically a chaotic solution for R = 110 and ω = 10. The results for R = 143 and ω = 10 are presented in Fig. 8 , where the fact that solution is chaotic is not so obvious. It was established from the fact that one of the Lyapunov exponents was positive. Figure 8b also shows the deviation of the solution from the straight line Y = X (the dashed line in Fig.  8b ) representing the approximation associated with the neglect of the time derivative term. Figures 9 and 10 are the graphical representation of the Lyapunov exponents as a function of R for values of ω = 13 and ω = 45, respectively. From these graphs, one can observe the occasional chaotic "bursts" at specific values (or small range of values) of R, exceeding some threshold. This behavior is quite distinct from the case without forced vibrations, when the chaotic solution occupied a wide range of R values, interrupted only by periodic "bursts."
Conclusions
The effect of vibrating a fluid-saturated porous layer heated from below on the consequent natural convection developing inside the layer was analyzed for moderate and high Prandtl numbers. It can be definitely concluded that the neglect of the time derivative in the original Darcy equation is not justified when vibrations and wave effects are being considered, even when the coefficient to this term is extremely small as in the present paper (10 −4 ). The results provide definite evidence for the departure of the solution from the one expected when such an approximation is applied. The results also show that periodic solutions and chaotic solutions alternate as the value of the scaled Rayleigh number changes, when forced vibrations are present.
